
CTx Executive Board Special Meeting; Virtual – November 3, 2020 

 

PRESENT: Corinne Aldinger, CCMC, Teresa Babon, CCMC, Lisa Biagiarelli, CCMC, Anne Marie Burr, CCMC, 

Patricia Crisco, CCMC, Launa Goslee, CCMC, Deborah Heim, CCMC, Iris Laurenza, CCMC,  David 

Kluczwski, CCMC, Kathy Larkins, CCMC, Helene Lefkowitz, CCMC, Lisa Madden, CCMC, Patricia Monahan, 

CCMC, John Rainaldi, CCMC, Lisa Theroux, CCMC 

 

President Teresa Babon called the meeting to order at 10:04AM.  

 

Current webmaster, JD has retired as of October 31, 2020.  Lisa Madden explained that the website 

needs to be recreated – it can’t just be transferred to a new vendor. In addition, Iris said that JD was 

practically doing it as a volunteer due to his relationship with the CTx group, hence the very low price.  

 

Four vendors presented quotes: SockEm, Sloop, QDS and MTCD. Set up costs ranged from $340 to 

$18,250, with recurring yearly costs ranging from $240 to $6,180. 

 

Lisa Biagiarelli made a motion to accept the bid presented by Sloop (setup cost of $3,536 plus $50 per 

month for 3 hours of work per month; additional work would be billed at $110 per hour as needed). 

Motion seconded by Launa. Discussion followed regarding the reason why Sloop was selected, 

considering the bid from QDS is significantly lower.  Teresa explained that there is some concern that 

selecting QDS may be a conflict of interest.  Lisa Theroux questioned what the conflict would be.  Teresa 

explained that since they have most of the business as a software provider, we didn’t want them to have 

a monopoly on all of our business, and liked the idea of selecting a different vendor to keep it fresh.   

 

Lisa Madden pointed out that through her discussions with all the vendors, it was apparent that Sloop 

has a vast array of knowledge and suggestions as to how to channel our needs and tunnel it into 

something that works for us. 

 

Teresa called the motion to a vote.  Lisa Theroux abstained. Motion carried. 

 

Lisa Biagiarelli made a motion to purchase a $100 gift card for JD, as token of appreciation for all his 

hard work over the years.  Seconded by Lisa Madden.  Lisa Theroux abstained. Motion carried. 

 

Lisa Biagiarelli thanked Lisa Madden for getting this all together.  It was not a small task and she did a 

great job. 

 

Motion to adjourn by John Rainaldi and seconded by Lisa Madden 10:25am.  Motion carried. 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Helene Lefkowitz 

Secretary 


